Now also in diamond black front polished

M12 available in a new finish and new sizes
Bad Dürkheim, March 19, 2020

In a league of its own. From now on, the M12 will also shine in a diamond black front
polished guise, underlining the elegant 5-V-spoke design of the wheel. The M12 is also
available in a 19 and 20-inch version just in time for the spring season. The alloy wheel
from RIAL, a brand of Superior Industries, has been specially tailored to complement the
design of the car marque with the famous star. Thanks to the wide range of awarded ECE
certificates, no further entry in the vehicle documents is necessary.
The front polishing – known as diamond cut – brings out the contrast between the deep
black base color and the bright metal. A protective clear coat layer is then added to the
wheel. Those who prefer a clean look can choose the classic version in polar silver and
complete diamond black.

M12 at a glance:
Paint:

Diamond black1, diamond black front polished,
polar silver1

Size:

7.0 x 17 inches2, 7.5 x 17 inches2, 7.5 x 18 inches,
8.0 x 18 inches, 8.0 x 19 inches, 9.0 x 19 inches,
9.0 x 20 inches; 5-hole connection

ECE certified:

Yes

ABE certified:

Yes

Applications:

For Mercedes-Benz vehicles; 19 and 20-inch versions
suitable for SUVs; with the 19 inch version, different
rim widths on the front and rear axle are possible for
selected vehicles

_____________
1

Five-year warranty in accordance with the sale, supply, and payment conditions of Superior Industries
Leichtmetallräder Germany GmbH, available at www.supind.com/gtc.
2 Sizes

only available in diamond black and polar silver.

The complete RIAL product range, contact information on distributors, and relevant
certificates are available for download here: http://www.rial.de/en.

About Superior Industries
Superior is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of aluminum wheels for light vehicles. Superior
supplies aluminum wheels to well-known automotive manufacturers and is the market-leading
manufacturer of aluminum wheels for the accessories market (aftermarket) in Europe.
Superior maintains the leading European aftermarket brands ATS®, RIAL®, ALUTEC®, and ANZIO®.
Superior has nine production plants, which are located in the U.S., Mexico, Germany and Poland.
Superior currently employs more than 8,000 people worldwide.
Headquartered in Southfield, Michigan, Superior is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. For more
information, please visit www.supind.com.
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